
RootsTech 2022 Presentation: “The StoryTree App: A Novel Way to Share and Record Life Stories 
 

 Participants will learn about the completely revised interactive website and free app called 
“StoryTree” to be re-launched at the 2022 RootsTech Conference.  
 

StoryTree is a unique memory sharing and recording app that has Four Integrated Key Tools:  
1. StoryChat- A “Chat App” where shared content can be saved into a digital, but printable journal. 
2. StoryLog- The stand-alone journal, connected to StoryChat, and other Apps. 
3. StoryBook- A “Life-Story-Collector*” that little-by-little helps compile five topical memory books 

thru an “Automated Memory Interview” or A.M.I. There are hundreds of intriguing and fun 
prompts to help you recall and describe your life. 

4. StoryBox- A file and folder “bank” to hold memorable media and docs. 
 

*StoryBook sends weekly memory prompts from AMI (Automated Memory Interview) into your 
StoryChat, as well as to emails, and/or textboxes of all participants. All Tree members can read and 
comment on any shared responses, memories, photos, and thoughts at any time. The responses also 
automatically populate your five topical StoryBook memory books. It’s like having your own private 
skilled and likable interviewer help create your personal or family history at your command any time day 
or night, little by little (as fast as you wish).  
 

Participants may also learn: 

1) How to create a personal or group StoryTree, invite participants and see real-time posts.  
2) How to use StoryTree to record the life stories of aging loved ones—even with just audio interviews. 
3) About StoryBook’s five topical branches that serve as the life story collectors. They are PAST, 

PRESENT, THOUGHTS, OVERVIEW, and YADA-YADA  
4) Other cool features of StoryTree -like how it can create digital and printable memory books -maybe 

even use them as annual Christmas gifts. [If you were to ask most people if they’d like a cool 
collection of notable memories, thoughts, and beliefs, that could be passed down to posterity, for 
little to no cost, a visual ‘STORY of YOU’, I think the answer is obvious.] 

5) How you can import/export media to and from other social media sources with StoryTree. We’ll 
discuss the irony of how so many memories posted on social media are “here today gone 
tomorrow” …buried by the next day’s series of events. How an app like StoryTree can be used for 
both social media purposes as a simple family Chat App -and at the same time save your memories, 
thoughts, feelings, and photos into an entertaining visual storage tool, for you and your posterity.  

6) How you can activate LDS prompts on your StoryTree if you wish to share and record your thoughts 
and feelings on a host of various gospel topics. 

7) How StoryTree is a perfect family (and friends) activity -that can be done anytime -even when they 
live worlds apart!  


